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gile is about the continuous incremental
delivery of valuable, market-ready software.
Your agile team iteratively explores and evaluates
product needs—commonly referred to as requirements—by planning and analyzing what to build, defining
acceptance criteria, and then building and testing product
increments. A crucial aspect of your work is planning—and
planning to plan—while integrating just-enough, just-in-time
analysis.
Analysis and planning are synergistic. They are coordinated efforts, and one feeds the other. Analyzing requirements
deepens your understanding of product needs so that you can
identify and select the most valuable ones. Planning is the
allocation of those product needs into delivery cycles, given
your limited capacity (people, time, money, resources). Together, planning and analysis seek to maximize business value.

Whichever agile or lean framework, method, or technique
you use to analyze the backlog, you may also employ artifacts, such as personas, a data model, a story map, or business
rules. These artifacts, kept as lightweight as possible, can be
very helpful as the team explores, designs, builds, and tests a
slice of the product.

Power of Perspectives
Many technical and business people think of requirements
as specifications that get defined and then “thrown over the
wall” to the technical people. But on agile teams, this classic
view is altered. Product needs are explored and evaluated
through a partnership of technical and business people so that
team members can collaboratively understand and deliver
business value.
It takes a shared understanding to plan and analyze

Figure 1: Product backlog categories

The Backlog: The Basis for Planning and
Analysis
The backlog is a master catalog containing a prioritized
list of unfulfilled product needs at varying levels of granularity. Figure 1 shows one way of categorizing backlog items.
Typically, most of your backlog items will be product requirements in various formats: user stories, one-line titles or
story descriptions, drawings or sketches, and so on. Items in a
healthy agile backlog are what Roman Pichler calls DEEP: detailed appropriately, estimated, emergent, and prioritized [1].
Note that “detailed appropriately” means that, at any given
moment, some items will be highly detailed and others less so.
The backlog is dynamic. Items are added, removed, altered, reprioritized, deferred, decomposed, or prepared as
needed. This ongoing planning and analysis of backlog items
is known as grooming, pruning, or refining the backlog. As
you do this work, you must be vigilant to ensure that the
backlog items align with the product’s vision and business
goals, realizing that goals may change over time as the organization, market, and competitors evolve and you get feedback
from users.
Grooming maintains a runway of product needs that are
ready to pull into planning for the next and future delivery
cycles. The trick is to balance current and future planning. We
find that teams typically work two to four iterations ahead;
the further ahead you’re planning, the less detailed the requirements will be.

product needs, including perspectives from cross-functional
disciplines. The team needs to incorporate the input of the
internal and external stakeholders listed in figure 2.
To lead the exploration and analysis, many agile teams
rely on a few people who have strong analysis and domain
skills. In our experience, people with these skills include business analysts, product managers, testers, user experience experts, and the like.

The Three Views of Product Needs: Plan
and Analyze the Backlog
As you pull and evaluate items from your backlog, the key
concept is that the level of detail of any item will vary depending on the amount of lead time in your planning. The
closer you are to building a product need, the more detailed
it should be. You can’t know all the details of all the backlog
items up front, so you sketch out the long view of the product
to establish a common focus and marshal organizational resources (people, money, space, governance). Then, you iteratively define what to build now and what to build next.
Product champions and development teams tend to think
of and refer to the product backlog from three points of view
based on where a given product need is within the timeline
of the development cycle, as shown in figure 3. We call these
three views the big-view, the pre-view, and the now-view.
Planning and analysis get increasingly fine-grained as you
descend the view hierarchy. The big-view idea gets more re-
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Figure 2: Stakeholders who offer perspectives on the product backlog

Figure 3: The three views of product needs

fined at the pre-view level. Then, in the now-view, it is sufficiently detailed so that the delivery team can estimate the
next delivery cycle, develop acceptance tests, and design the
solution.

The big-view
A product need starts at the big-view as a general idea—
for example, a feature that you think will fulfill some aspect
of the product vision.
Note that the big-view reflects how the new product will
fit with the other products in your organization’s portfolio.
Thus, the big-view should align with your organizational
strategy and should be feasible.
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The pre-view
The pre-view defines product needs in enough detail to support planning for the next release. The pre-view is informed
by the big-view and the product roadmap (an artifact that
describes your planning decisions). The pre-view for delivery
teams with short release cycles can be as near term as a day
or week. For other teams, it is one to several months. Each
release contains chunks of consumable, marketable, valuable
features.

The now-view
The now-view describes product needs in sufficient detail
that your team can make reasonable estimates of the work
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needed to deliver those requirements to a predefined set of acceptance criteria (conditions of satisfaction). The now-view
is informed by your release plan and your most recent retrospective. Once you’ve planned your now-view and are in
the midst of delivery, the now-view entails analyzing product
needs under development sufficiently to design, test, and deliver the product.

Analyzing the Backlog Across Seven
Product Dimensions
In partnership with the product champion and other stakeholders, the team works together to analyze the big-view and
pre-view backlog items in just enough detail to estimate and
plan. For now-view planning, the delivery team analyzes and
estimates the activities needed to build, test, deliver, and validate the high-value product needs.
To assist in this analysis, we’ve developed the seven
product dimensions shown in figure 4. They serve as a checklist that technical and business partners can use to make sure
they’re analyzing all the key aspects of a product backlog
item. The seven product dimensions help you structure daily
conversations about backlog items and give you a comprehensive understanding to guide planning. You can use this construct to analyze work in all three views (big-view, pre-view,
and now-view).
The team looks at a backlog item, asking—in any order—
Who is the user? What actions does the user perform with
this item? What data goes in and out? What controls does this
item enforce? What users, systems, and devices does it interface with? What quality attributes must be satisfied? What are
the design and implementation constraints that apply?
There are a variety of ways to structure this conversation.
We like to use an explore-and-evaluate technique in facilitated workshops; the product partners collaboratively identify
timely product options (explore), assess the options and identify the highest-valued ones (evaluate), and slice each product
need based on value.
In this way, the team and product champion explore and
evaluate options for each product need at the level of de-

tail appropriate to the view. This approach engages you in
creatively using right-brain thinking—visualizing options,
relationships, dependencies, and flow. You might start by
working on the wall, creating lightweight, organic analysis
models such as a data model, state diagrams, a context diagram, a dependency map, decision tables, prototypes, and so
on. Documentation, too, can be lightweight—posters, photos,
wikis, and the like—to serve collective memory. These artifacts may be temporary or, if valued by the partners, may become the basis for building and packaging the product.
Throughout the conversations, the entire team gains crucial knowledge. As the product champion assigns a value to
each product need, he asks the team to gauge the effort it will
take and the risks of implementing it, improving his understanding of technical concerns and the development process.
As team members discuss the product needs, they learn more
about the business context for the work. Team members are
responsible for questioning, challenging, and clarifying the
product champion’s filtering criteria, deepening their understanding of the business domain and the options that will provide value.
Together, team members balance their understanding of
options for each product dimension of each backlog item
with a hard-nosed assessment of which options are most valuable for the next delivery cycle. Ongoing analysis grooms the
backlog and shapes the plan for each view.

Successful Synergies
Agile planning and analysis are interdependent and synergistic. Working hand in glove, they provide stakeholders with
a flexible structure for continuous delivery of value. {end}
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